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Ephesians 3:14-21

Friends, I must confess that I found myself weary this week, weary again of world news

and some days even worried about the state of our country, health of all people, violence

that rises in every nation. There’s so much to pray for. So much loss. It would have seemed

that we were just getting our breath when the news is cluttered again with urgencies.  And

yet, I believe there is a good word today and there is yet a greater hope found in the letter

to the Ephesians.

Will you pray with me? God help us to know you in the nuance of your power. That we may
comprehend how you can change our hearts. How your vision for our internal lives can be
actualized. How much influence you have on us will spill over into our ministry and relationship
with others. Let us be impressed by your models of prayer so that we can be persuaded that
poverty, racism, hunger, and violence can be overcome. That we will believe without doubt that
knowing and living in your strategic Love is more than enough. Amen.

I am always encouraged through and by prayer and this letter is just that. It is a prayer. The

writer of this prayer letter is considering the growth and development of the Christian

community in Ephesus. It seems there are several messages within this text. First, that we

cannot begin to address the issues of the outside world without first being strengthened

from the inside. Our inner person needs attention and help. And second, that everything

we need on the inside is already owned, published, cultivated, produced by God. Even

more so, God has an expansive immeasurable supply of that which we need. Like to

infinity.

What drew me into this scripture this week was really the way we pause before the 20th

verse of Ephesians 3: “Now to him who by the power at work within us is able to accomplish
abundantly far more than all we can ask or imagine.” Or the way that sentence hangs in the

air when someone reads it as a benediction. Secretly, I am intrigued by the moments in

scripture when the word now (NOW) is invoked.

What does God imagine about you NOW? Surely, I can consider what God may have

imagined about me before I was created. Before I was a speck in my parents’ eyes. But

now, in the middle of this journey, what all does God imagine for and about me? As God

oversees the universe and when you cross God’s mind, what does God imagine for your
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life?  Now, as I’ve been contemplating this, this is not like some Santa Claus list where God

is seeing how you are doing or what you’re up to or even whether you are kind enough, or

ate your vegetables...No, this is about the very miracle that God contemplates who I am

and who I will become even now. This scripture is not focused on judgment or even me

trying harder. It is simply affirming that of all the things I can ever know or imagine, even

God’s imagination is more vast. And perhaps in the middle of my day, God’s heart for me

has caused God to linger in God’s thoughts about my well-being.

Imagination is different than thinking. It is not quite knowledge or even fantasy. It is

related to a kind of elasticity, flexibility, an expansive nature.  The boundaries of

imagination extend beyond. Beyond everything. This is the theological blessing of this

prayer for the Ephesians. This lover of God is praying that their followers comprehend

God’s expansive power and capacity for love. That expansive nature is rooted and

grounded in love. The same love that our inner person needs to be rooted and grounded in

and that’s just the beginning… Here, we find that imagination stems from the heart. What

we imagine can be based on what we love…

Do you remember when you first fell in love? Or at least the last time you did...I do. I

remember the time I spent thinking about the person. About what our future would be like

together. I imagined plans, places we’d travel. How we’d look holding hands down the

street. I thought about them all the time and imagined myself sitting across from them at

dinner or reading the morning newspaper. Silly things like picnics in grassy fields with

balloons and stargazing. Now that’s a kind of imagination -- a place in my mind where I

think deeply and play out scenarios of how great things can be. But I think that real

imaginings go deeper than that; they are outside the box. Real imaginings are expansive

and beyond what may even seem real or possible. They stretch my sense of logic. That

would be like me swooping in like Wonder Woman to save my love from danger or

imagining myself sitting in the front row as my love argued before the Supreme Court. But,

I think that God’s imagination is ever more radical than that.

What is understood is that imagination is born out of what is inside of you -- your

thoughts, your memory, past experiences, an amalgam of everything in your conscious and

subconscious and then something even more can be created from that.

So, for us then, even our imagination would be limited because we can only know and

remember what we have done. But for God. I mean if God is pulling from God’s memory

and God is the creator of all things known and yet to be known, then that – THAT is

imagination. So when God promises in Jeremiah 29:11:
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“For surely I know the plans I have for you, says the Lord, plans for your welfare and not for harm,
to give you a future with hope.” If those plans are born out of the imagination of God, WOW!

I mean WOA!

Ok. I can hear some of you. Yeah, that’s wonderful, Dawn, In fact really encouraging. But

are you saying that my life now is made up of God’s imagination? Have you seen my life

lately? Well, I think it depends on from where you are looking.

First, this scripture is pretty specific about its context. See, if you read on further in

Ephesians at the end of chapter 6, the writer is praying for armor, for external protections

and strength, but this, here in the 3rd chapter, this is about the inner person. What I’ve been

meditating about is how God has been imagining my inner woman. I get that it’s beyond

me, it’s past my finding out. But, follow me here. Jesus Christ spent his time on earth

walking around talking with people and healing them. His miracles were always individual

and personal. He did not in fact save Jewish people from Roman tyranny or burn down

buildings. He walked up and encountered people, found out their ailment, and healed

them. I think that our culture is so externally motivated that our imaginings linger there –

in the external world of shining armor and shimmering lipstick, of physical strength and

wealth. But none of that seems to be what Jesus imagines.

The kingdom mindset is counter intuitive often. This prayer in Ephesians is considering the

depths and heights and breadth of living. In our human physical world that would make us

imagine mountains and skyscrapers, tunneling to the earth’s crust or flying into space. But

what if God’s imaginings didn’t start there at all? What if what God imagions is INTERNAL

-- is the depth of your spiritual grounding, the height of your loving, and the breadth of

your capacity for hope?

When we discuss imagination in our culture, we often revert to the worlds of Tolkien, and

CS Lewis, Madeleine L'Engle,  George Lucas, Ursula K. Le Guin, or Octavia Butler. We

discuss the externalized fantasy worlds of these writers but forget what folx like Joseph

Campbell explain. This mythical journey, this path we walk, this story that surrounds our

life is beautiful, adventurous and bold, but God’s purpose is first for us to strengthen our

inner child, our inner woman, our inner man. None of those journeys is greater than what

happens to those heroes and heroines on the inside along the way. The struggle and

sacrifice, the journey is not for the journey’s sake, it is for the strengthening of the

protagonist’s character. It’s all been for the strengthening of your heart!

I would guess there are similar intentions when you’ve put your children in activities. The

first violin lesson, ski trip, karate class, swim practice, soccer. All of the things you have
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them doing, these adventures are not merely for the externalized winning and

skill-building, you hope, you pray that these experiences would help to cultivate inside

them a sense of play and joy, comradery, kindness, courage, resilience over inevitable

failure. I mean if you’re spending all your Sunday mornings and Saturday afternoons

driving little people around in cars, the benefit of their inner person should be the true

success, right?

So, I believe that God’s imaginations for us, for you and me are to expand the inner

workings of our hearts. Have you ever started off your day in the crummiest mood?

Walking around in a funk, your tea was too cold or your coffee not right, ran out of

toothpaste, and then something shifts? I had a rough morning yesterday, life things were

weighing heavy on my mind, and the next thing I knew I was riding down Lowell Street on

our bicycles, and I was grateful for the cool wind blowing through my t-shirt, I loved feeling

like a kid and looked over at my dynamic wife and felt the deepest sense of gratitude that

after years of working and moving and taking care of our parents, going to grad school and

staring at laptops, fighting through having had COVID, that after all this time, we can still

have moments of play and joy. Just laughing and flying down quaint Concord streets.

Friends, that is not just the environment that made that real. I didn’t make that happen.

That was the imagining of the Holy Spirit for my heart that day. For a healing from fear and

sadness. It was in God’s imagination that my inner person would be made whole. As I think

back on that moment, I recall beholding the fullness of God. Not related to my wealth or

my status, none of those externals distracted me in that moment. I just knew the depths of

love.

Church, beyond your imagination is love. Yes, you’ve known love if you know God. Still, I

believe that there is a greater Love in God that is beyond our imagination. Not a feeling,

but a becoming, a way of being so secure and confident because we believe that we are
loved. We have flickers and glimmers of that love from a parent or guardian who believed

the best in us and gave us room to grow. Or love from a spouse or partner who works with

us to build a beautiful life and a nurturing home. BUT Nothing can be greater than the love

of Infinite Imagination!

Now, here is the caveat, Imagination is not about perfection. My dear friend asked me as I

discussed the sermon with her, “How do you know that God’s imagination for you isn’t all

positive?” I answered, “Because I’m a product of God’s imagination. And I’m not all

positive.” I’ve got shadowy places, I miss the mark, I struggle with bitterness and

unforgiveness sometimes. Which is why I say that God’s loving imagination is not rooted in

perfection; it is rooted in love. God imagines love for me even when I fall short, when I’m

cross or curt. God imagines more love for me -- always. God does not do this because I’m
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good or more holy or deep. God imagines more love for me just because God loves me.

God loves you and it causes God to imagine even more for you. Even now.

Which leads me to you and the rest of the world. The final thoughts of this sermon rest in

our performance of God’s imagination with others. Of course, no person is “an island

entire of themselves.”  I am always remiss to make Christian faith seem so personal that it

does not extend beyond our own ego.

Certainly, Christian community is a part of God’s imagination too, so we must consider

how our living out God’s imagination affects the people around us. I would posit and hope

to preach another time that true absence of love and of imagination is the definition of

violence. Where there is no love and no imagination is when hearts despair and lash out at

each other. When people have no imagination, they believe everything they’ve heard or

read about as a stereotype without following the spirit of intuition, without discerning

with their heart. For me, this prayer reminds us how God’s imaginative capacity should

beckon us to expand our own imaginations, even for the people we already love and know.

Reminding ourselves that they can evolve just as we are. Reminding us that God imagined

a NOW for them too.

There is also an invitation to accountability in this Ephesians prayer round about verse 19.

The fullness of God is not just for you. It should spill over as an offering of God’s love to

others. The imaginings from God’s deep love should restrain us from violence and

shaming; they will change us from the inside to radically take care of each other. Love that

has no limit. Offering everything.

Here again I repeat Mary Oliver’s poetic line from Wild Geese, she writes, “Whoever you

are, no matter how lonely,

the world offers itself to your imagination,”

I’ll extend that a step further to say that the world offers itself to our imaginations as

modeled by God. If God imagines hope and a future for us, if God imagines the

strengthening of our hearts and deepening of our love, so too should we imagine that for

others, even strangers. We get the chance every day to love intentionally. Forgiveness is a

kind of imagination; compassion is a kind of imagination. Even intervention is a kind of

imagination. In loving, you are considering an alternative story, another reaction. You are

hoping through prayer for another outcome.

Even now, there is someone in each of our lives who is experiencing debilitating

depression. Someone we know is experiencing an addiction that is showing its hand of
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late. Someone we know is chronically ill and in need of additional support. Someone we

DON’T know yet has lifelong bitterness that’s destroying their relationships. There’s

someone who doesn’t have any idea what I’m talking about when I say things like “The love

of God.” And it is in God’s holy imagination, the Holy Spirit’s sweet imaginings that you

would ask a simple question, make a small gesture, drop a note, make a phone call, SHOW

UP in some loving way so that this prayer in Ephesians can be true. And that we would

invite someone else to know the love that has changed our hearts from the inside out.

Amen.
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